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Letter from the Outreach Chairwoman:
Hello and welcome! My name is Lauryn Lamp, and I
recently moved to New York City from my hometown,
Bellevue, Washington. Upon moving, I was eager to find a
community to make this big city feel like home. After
attending my first New York Young Republican Club
event – Magaween – I had found exactly what I was
searching for!
To me, outreach is quintessential to the success of the
Republican agenda. Through outreach initiatives,
individuals can feel invited, included, and supported in
their efforts to participate in American politics. As such,
I am overwhelmingly grateful to serve as the Club's
Outreach Chairwoman. Through this role I strive to: 1)
reach out to groups in the community to strengthen our
alliances and coordinate goals, 2) embolden groups and
individuals, and 3) encompass new communities.
Over the past few months, the Outreach Committee has been hard at work launching initiatives to create new
relationships and develop existing ones to expand the reach of the Republican Party as well as conservative values.
One of our key focuses is the College Outreach Initiative. Through this initiative we hope to connect with college
republican groups to support their clubs and empower them in their endeavors. We must encourage young
republicans as they pursue their education at institutions increasingly not accepting, or even hostile towards
conservative viewpoints. We all know how hard it can be to persevere and remain steadfast in conservative values
when facing social pressures and isolation in a college setting. With that goal in mind, we are looking forward to
launching our mentorship program this spring to connect current members with local college students seeking
mentorship. We are extremely excited about this program, and the benefits and support it will provide. We believe
that this program will encourage students to be bold in their Republican views and steadfast in their values.
We are also looking forward to hosting a series of events with other local Young Republican clubs. Cross-club
collaboration is a fantastic way to stay in touch with our friends in different regions. Through these partnerships,
we can collaborate to bolster support for local elections, grassroots initiatives that are significant in the
community, and display cohesion among the Young Republican groups.
Last month, the Outreach Committee launched the New Jersey Outreach Sub-Committee. As the club continues to
expand its membership, outreach efforts will too. This sub-committee will lead all outreach operations in New
Jersey, enabling the Club to increase its presence, support, and influence in New Jersey politics.
A huge thank you to the Executive Committee which has provided me with the opportunity to be a part of this
amazing community. Shout out to Nando, who had cultivated extensive outreach before my arrival and continues
to provide mentorship to me in this new role. I am incredibly thankful and honored to serve as the New York
Young Republican Club’s Outreach Chairwoman and look forward to furthering the Republican agenda and turning
New York bright red!

Lauryn D. Lamp
Outreach Chairwoman
New York Young Republican Club
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Programming
Last Month's Events

MARCH 2022
SUNDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

1

2

THURSDAY
3

SATURDAY

FRIDAY
4

5
NYYRC Italian
Caucus Launch
Event

NY GOP Convention

6

7

8

9

10

NYYRC Hispanic
Caucus March Social
with Luke Negron
13

11

12

NYYR 2022 GOP
Winter Conference

NYYR 2022 GOP
Winter Conference

14

15

16

17

18

19

21

22

23

24

25

26

30

31

NYYR 2022 GOP
Winter Conference

20

NYYRC Catholic
Caucus' "State of
Grace"
27

28

29

New Jersey Invasion

The voice of
tradition, I trust,
will inform
posterity of our
struggles for
freedom: If our
descendants be
worthy the name
of Americans,
they will
preserve, and
hand down to
their latest
posterity, the
transactions of
the present times;
PATRICK
HENRY

This Month's Events

APRIL 2022
SUNDAY

3

TUESDAY

MONDAY

4

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

FRIDAY
1

2

5

6

7

8

9

Book Signing Social
with James O'Keefe
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

27

28

29

30

April Speaker Series
with Miranda
Devine
24

25

26

NYYRC Black Caucus
Social with Barbara
from Harlem

He asks how the
evil is to be
remedied. I tell
him that there
seems to be little
chance for
avoiding the
extremes of
despotism or
anarchy; that the
only ground of
hope must be the
morals of the
people,
GOUVERNEUR
MORRIS
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Opinions
Letter from the Asian Caucus
By: Nicholas J. Tan, Chairman & Joyce Wu, Vice-Chairwoman
November 2021, and the importance of the Asian
vote has become evident as more Asians voted
Republican for Mayor and City Councilmen than
ever before in electoral history. We are proud to
say that we have turned our actions into results!
Ongoing crime and violence towards Asians,
defunding the police, bail reform, lowering
taxes, eliminating the gifted and talented
program in schools, critical race theory, lack of
small business support, and building homeless
shelters and drug injection sites in Asian
communities were issues that were important to
us and required immediate attention. The Asian
Caucus rallied with NY Gubernatorial candidate,
Congressman Lee Zeldin, in Brooklyn to protest
homeless shelters being built in an Asian
community next to a park where families with
young children spend their time together.
The New York Young Republican Club’s Asian
Caucus was formed to represent the growing
Asian population in America and to promote
growth and representation within the Republican
Party. While most Asians culturally hold
conservative values that are in line with the
Republican Party, the majority of Asians have
been staying out of politics and are an enormous
untapped voter base. Asians are the fastest
growing minority population in America; by
2030, they will surpass the Hispanic American
community.
The NYYRC Asian Caucus hopes to promote
conservative values, preserve freedom under the
Constitution, and extend its outreach to Asian
communities by focusing on the issues at hand.
Over the last year, the Asian Caucus has gone to
rallies, protests, met with key community
leaders, candidates, and elected public officials
from the GOP to influence positive change and
get more Asians registered to vote.
The Asian Caucus worked tirelessly, rallying in
predominantly Asian communities like Flushing,
Queens, with candidates such as Curtis Sliwa and
James Pai. We flipped Flushing’s Chinatown from
Democrat
to
Republican,
and
Asians
overwhelmingly voted for City Councilwoman
Vickie Paladino, securing her win in District 19
in Queens. The tides have quickly turned since
the New York City local elections back in

Furthermore, crime and public safety became an
issue with the ongoing attacks on AsianAmericans. With bail reform and the defunding
of the police, crime has increased exponentially
in New York City and with that there has been an
increasing wave of violence against Asians. With
the ongoing Covid 19 pandemic, violence towards
Asians had already been a national issue. Once
the peak of this violence was broadcasted all
over national media outlets, more Asians in New
York City realized that those in public office
were not only not adequately representing them,
but even worse, were staying silent on the root
issues that caused Asian hate crimes to begin
with. Policies made by the previous and current
liberal administrations have failed us and
continue to fail us.
Asians came out to vote not because of politics,
but because of the real issues that they stand
for. In particular, one of the most important
issues to the Asian community is education.
Education affects all socioeconomic classes,
races, and ethnicities. In particular, education in
the Asian community is used as a means to climb
the socioeconomic ladder in order to be
successful in America. Immigrant parents, while
working hard for minimum wage, invest in their
children’s education by sending them to
expensive after school and weekend “cram
schools” to increase their verbal and math
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scores for specialized high school exams, when
they themselves could barely speak English.
When former mayor Bill de Blasio canceled the
Gifted & Talented Program it angered Asian
parents. Immigrant children score higher mostly
in math scores and struggle with verbal, but
studied hard to get their scores up so they could
get into these programs, just for it to be taken
away. Also, by limiting the amount of seats in
specialized high schools for Asians and
Caucasians, this suddenly became an issue of
race - not celebrating aptitude and certainly not
equality, but rather mediocracy. It also made
getting into high-ranking schools like Harvard
much more difficult, while a student coming
from a specialized high school would have the
skills to succeed in a competitive university.
It also became evident that Critical Race Theory
was taught in schools to support further
discrimination. Gavin Mario Wax, the President
of the NYYRC, rallied with Phil Wong on the
issue of education. Asian parents also bought
houses in neighborhoods with good schools,
choosing to pay high property taxes as an
investment not only in their community but also
in their children’s education. Asian communities
have been instead rewarded with drug injection
sites
and
homeless
shelters
in
their
neighborhoods.
A large part of the success of any community
involves small local businesses. Immigrant
families open small businesses because you don’t
need any qualifications or a résumé to own your
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own business. Helping small businesses was a
key issue that James Pai campaigned on, an
Asian candidate for City Council who was
endorsed by the NYYRC. Before the pandemic,
many small businesses in Asian communities
were already struggling. The pandemic became
the final blow for these operations and caused
them to close. Minimum wage made it difficult to
hire workers to begin with; but once the
mandates were put in place and stimulus checks
were sent out, no one wanted to work for
minimum wage and those small businesses that
managed to stay open ended up suffering losses
and closed as well, without any support from the
government. Once again, it became evident to
Asian communities that they needed to get
involved in making their voices heard by voting,
as they did, for Republicans.
On February 27, 2022, the New York Republican
Asian American Caucus was formed under the
umbrella of the New York State GOP and we
maintain a close relationship with its leadership.
The NYYRC Asian Caucus will continue to work
closely with the New York Republican Asian
American Caucus, as well as with current
candidates and community leaders such as WaiWah Chin, Chloe Sun, Phil Wong, and Robert Jin,
and other elected officials in Asian communities.
Together we will serve as advisors for Asian
policy and address the needs of Asian
communities so that they may thrive and
prosper based on their merit and ethic so that
everyone, not just Asian Americans, can live the
American Dream.

Let's not Forget about Little Italy
By: Michael Ragusa
It’s no secret that the world, country, and
especially New York City have all experienced
major duress over the last few years. As a
Brooklyn native, I’d like to provide some context
and history for you, the reader, as to why
Italian-Americans feel so strongly about what
I’m about to discuss.
Recently, Italians have come under fire
regarding Christopher Columbus and the fact
that we celebrate Columbus Day (yes, that’s right
- Columbus Day, not Indigenous Peoples Day).
The woke Left has attacked Christopher
Columbus as a “white supremacist” for allegedly
decimating the Native Americans. However, if
you pick up a history book, you will read it was
disease that killed the majority of natives during
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Columbus’ explorations. People seem to quickly
forget that long before Columbus there were
many empires who slaughtered whoever dared to
stand in their way.
Then on March 14th, 1891, 11 Italian-Americans
and immigrants alike were publicly lynched in
New Orleans. These 11 people were acquitted
after being accused of killing a police chief, but
regardless of their innocence, they were lynched
by a public mob. The city of New Orleans didn’t
apologize for this mistake until 2019 - almost 130
years later.
As you read this, you’re probably wondering
“Why is he mentioning all of this?” Recently, an
article was published in the New York Post
regarding Chinatown receiving a $20 million
dollar grant from New York State. The article
made no mention of Little Italy; yet every year
since 1926, Little Italy has generated tourism
revenue and taxes for New York City and the
State with its famous San Gennaro Feast & other
events held in the iconic area - so why is the
Italian community left out of this grant? How did
we get here?
In 2020, COVID-19 took the world by storm and
hurt the Chinese community tremendously as
many people unfairly blamed any and all Asians.
Terrible attacks and hate crimes occurred and
still continue to occur, causing a media frenzy
and the usage of the #StopAsianHate hashtag
that has been shared millions of times on social
media. Since the late 1800’s, however, Chinese
and Italian immigrants have shared neighboring
streets in NYC. For the New York State
government to not even consider the Italian
community for a grant is a slap in the face.
As we all know, New York Democrats always
make every issue about race and have claimed
that people stayed away from Chinatown because
of “anti-Asian bias” in light of the COVID-19
pandemic. The government has stated that
people (many being potential tourists) have
stayed away from Chinatown for this reason as
well. But this is simply not true because for
three-quarters of 2020, no one knew if they
could leave their house or even open their
businesses.
When the gyms were shut down for almost all of
2020, I rode the same bike route almost every
day - starting in Bay Ridge, going through
Downtown Brooklyn and then over the Brooklyn
Bridge, and finally wrapping around to the
Manhattan Bridge while passing through Little
Italy and Chinatown. I did this every morning at
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least five days a week from the months of May to
September. Unlike these politicians who speak
from ivory towers, I was on the street with the
working people like I have been around my
whole life. I can promise you that as soon as the
businesses were allowed to open in Chinatown
and Little Italy, they opened, but the people
stayed away from both areas equally - not
because of “Asian hate”, but because of the
government’s failure to provide clarity in the
midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. Both areas
suffered equally, as did all small businesses
throughout the city, state and country.
How can we help? First, we should talk about
helping Little Italy and all Italian-Americans
across New York. A recent poll showed that 35%
of small businesses permanently closed in the
entire city due to our draconian COVID rules.
Twenty million dollars wouldn’t even put a dent
in any community’s need for COVID relief and
it’s actually quite insulting. But when we speak
of Little Italy, it’s not the only Italian mainstay of
NYC - as a matter of fact, it’s the smallest these
days, but as previously mentioned it has brought
the city tremendous revenue from tourism every
year, pre-COVID. Did this so-called “politician”
who decides where this money goes even ask the
Italian-American communities if they needed
any assistance? Does she even know that the
most Italian neighborhood in NYC is Astoria?
What about Bensonhurst? Or the south shore of
Staten Island? These are all hard-working people
living in middle class neighborhoods who
deserve help. Some may be first generation,
some may be taking over the family business, but
all Italian-American communities should have a
seat at the table if it involves their businesses.
Italian-Americans built this city with their bare
hands. Look around you - buildings, churches,
statues, we did it all. We aren’t just about pizza
and the Mafia, contrary to popular belief.
Now we must address the hard-working AsianAmerican community. The first step to help them
would be to get rid of the bail reform law. 99% of
the criminals who commit hate crimes on the
Asian-American community have been arrested
multiple times for violent offenses. The problem
with politicians (left or right) is that they throw
money at a problem or blame race instead of
looking at and acknowledging the big picture.
Another point to keep in mind: Chinatown isn’t
the only heavily populated Asian community in
New York City. What about Flushing, Elmhurst,
and Brooklyn’s Chinatown? That’s only naming a
few of the heavily populated and wonderful
Asian-American areas in this city. To say you are
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giving just ONE Asian community money seems
rather narrow-minded. How do you think the
people in the other Asian communities feel?
Asian hate crimes are up citywide and Chinatown
is NOT the epicenter. This money would be a
much better resource for the NYPD and other
various groups that would help this community,
who contribute so much to this city. If you aren’t
a politician then take a step back and look at the
big picture.

in New York City, Italian-American business
owners in Little Italy, and every other business
owner who lost their livelihood during the
pandemic. My message to these narrow-minded
lawmakers is this: Stop playing the race card, it’s
getting old and stale like a piece of bread left out
too long. Every single community needs help.
COVID was not a racist virus. It showed no
mercy to any race, creed, or sex. Unlike these
money-hungry politicians, I feel your pain and
will always support my neighborhood.

This is extremely unfair to all Asian-Americans

Endorsement: Andrea Catsimatidis For New York
County Republican Committee Chair
COVID didn’t kill their businesses; government
mandates did. Mandates are finally lifted, and
restaurant owners can start to rebuild their
American Dreams again.”
Catsimatidis has a natural ability to lead, as she
began as President of the New York University
College Republicans while studying at New York
University’s Stern School of Business.
She graduated from the prestigious university
with a B.S. in Business Management, and double
minors in both Communications and Political
Science. Her professional experience within the
political, real estate, investment, and insurance
spaces give her a unique perspective and a
competitive edge in leading the Republican Party
in Manhattan.
The New York Young Republican Club proudly
endorses fellow Young Republican, Andrea
Catsimatidis for New York County Republican
Committee Chair. Catsimatidis is an executive,
investor, and manager in The Red Apple Group, a
multi-billion dollar conglomerate that owns and
operates assets in the energy, real estate,
finance, insurance, and supermarket industries.
Politically, Catismatidis has served as Chair of
the New York County Republican Committee
since September 2017 and she is also the New
York City Regional Vice-Chair of the New York
State Republican Committee. Catsimatidis is an
outspoken critic of Covid mandate policies,
saying, “Restaurant reservations were down 60%
in NYC because of the left’s tyrannical mandates

Catsimatidis is an advocate for both the young
and elderly citizens of New York City, and she
actively
contributes
to
the
Alzheimer’s
Association and to the Police Athletic League. To
promote and improve financial literacy rates
among the youngest of the New York City
community, she serves on the Board of
DoughMain Education Foundation. Catsimatidis
has demonstrated competency and direction
within the private and public sectors and will
continue to guide the Manhattan Republican
Party towards future success. The New York
Young Republican Club strongly urges all New
York County Republican Committee voters to
support Andrea Catsimatidis for her re-election
as Chair in this year’s reorganization meeting.

"The ballot is stronger than the bullet." Abraham Lincoln
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Member Spotlight: Paolo A. Pironi
Society, Diabetes research, the Tunnels to Towers
Foundation and Flags of Honor. A graduate of the
New York Institute of Technology, Paolo earned a
Bachelor of Science degree in Architectural
Technology. He currently resides in Oyster Bay
with his wife, and they plan to raise their future
family locally. Paolo serves on the Board of the
Long Island Builders Institute and on the Board of
The Association for a Better Long Island. He is a
member of the American Institute of Architecture,
the Oyster Bay-East Norwich Chamber of
Commerce, and the Friends of the Bay in Oyster
Bay. Paolo has served his community as a
dedicated 15-year veteran of the local volunteer
fire department. Additionally, he has recently
been named to the board of a charitable
organization known as Long Island Home Builders
Care.
Born and raised on Long Island, Paolo Pironi is a
private sector businessman who has made a career
of helping families achieve the American dream of
homeownership. He started working at his family
company at the age 12 where he was responsible
for picking up garbage, cementing in his memory
the true meaning of hard work. The son of two
Italian immigrants, Paolo is a home builder by
trade and is currently serving as managing partner
in his family-owned business, Pironi Homes.
Paolo has dedicated a great deal of his time toward
raising charitable funds for the American Cancer

In 2021, Paolo ran for Nassau County Legislature
in the 18th District. Despite a difficult race and a
popular incumbent, Paolo made incredible strides
for the Republican party in his district. Focusing
on real and honest leadership was the foundation
of his race and he looks forward to the
opportunity of running again in 2023. Until then,
Paolo has made it his priority to fully transition
his company towards being an America First
business. He believes that it is a duty to support
other local businesses that share our company
values supporting freedom and democracy.

Event Spotlight: New Jersey Invasion
The New York Young Republican Club invaded New
Jersey on March 28th, more specifically, Hoboken.
New Jersey is part of the NYC Metropolitan Area,
which defines our operational borders. Whether
you are a New York or New Jersey native, our
worlds certainly overlap, including important
aspects of politics such as transportation, housing,
crime and most importantly who has the best
bagels and pizza.
Bill Spadea, radio host on New Jersey's 101.5 FM
and founder of the Common Sense Club, opened
our event followed by Mike Crispi, congressional
candidate for NJ-4. Mike is in a primary campaign
against a legacy RINO of 42 years in his district
and hopes to replace his stale, globalist, neocon
agenda with an America First one.
If you are a New Jersey resident please consider
joining the NYYRC, and if you live in congressional
district NJ-4, vote for Mike Crispi!
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Statements
Chartering a Libertarian Caucus
For decades, tyrants and bureaucrats have torn
up our Constitution. While the political elites
have forgotten why this country was founded,
the ideas of Liberty and limited responsibility
lived on. It is up to us, the Liberty-loving
Americans, to carry the torch of our founders. To
make this country great, we must return to the
Constitution, limited government, community
and family values.
The NYYRC Libertarian Caucus is open to any
club
members
who
support
personal
responsibility, the Constitution, and civil rights
for all Americans. Join us today!

New York Young Republican Club Makes a
Splash At NYGOP Convention
We are happy to announce that our Club’s
influence in New York State Republican politics
continues to grow. This success is highlighted by
the New York Republican State Committee’s
designation of candidates for the 2022 election
cycle.
Congressman
Lee
Zeldin
is
the
State
Committee’s designated candidate for Governor.
Congressman Zeldin is a member of the Club and
has been a strong supporter of President Donald
J. Trump and the America First agenda. He has
vowed to reverse recent Democrat policies,
including mandatory mask usage advocated by
Governors Cuomo and Hochul.
Former Club President Paul Rodríguez is the
State Committee’s designated candidate for State
Comptroller. One key issue he is focusing on is
how the current Democrat Comptroller, Tom
DiNapoli, uses the New York State employee
pension fund to push woke politics into private
corporations. Mr. Rodriguez said, “The state
pension fund should not be used to virtue signal
and certainly should not be used to destroy
industries like natural gas.”
Club Member Michael Henry is the State
Committee’s designated candidate for Attorney
General. The Club was Mr. Henry’s earliest major
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endorsement, and we are proud that others
recognize how his tough-on-crime and anticorruption focus will restore New York to its old
glory. Henry plans to combat the crime wave
rocking New York City, go after Andrew Cuomo’s
death toll cover-up, and end Letitia James’
political persecution of the Trump family & the
NRA.
Former Club Secretary and Current Member Joe
Pinion also got the nod as the State Committee’s
designated candidate for New York’s U.S Senate
seat. Mr. Pinion is the first Black man to run for
the U.S. Senate here in New York, and wants to
put an end to Senator Schumer’s 40 years in D.C.
It is far past the time we finally take out the
Democrats’ Senate Leader.
On another note, Club Member Vanessa Simon
was elected to be the NYGOP Secretary. We look
forward to her strengthening the Republican
Party in New York in order for Republicans to
win up and down the ballot this November.
(For reference—State Committee designation does
not make a candidate the Republican Party
nominee for the General Election in November. The
Republican Primary will be in June and we
encourage all of our members to vote to make their
voice heard in our Party’s process.)
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Call To Action – Call Your NY State Senator &
Assemblymember – Tell Them To VOTE NO On
Part R Of Governor Hochul’s Proposed Budget
Governor Hochul’s radical pro-abortion budget is
unprecedented in its expansiveness. Her budget
proposal would force all for-profit businesses
and non-religious non-profits to have abortion
coverage in insurance policies that they offer
their employees. What this means is that any
religious for-profit business would have to offer
abortion coverage in their insurance plans even
if it goes against their religious beliefs, as would
be the case for an Evangelical Christian
bookstore.
Freedom of religion is enshrined in the First
Amendment of the Constitution and is a
cornerstone and defining element of American
society. Governor Hochul tosses this fundamental
right aside to give a bone to billionairebankrolled Planned Parenthood and other proabortion lobbying groups. Given the structure of
insurance coverage post-Obamacare, not only
would Part R force religious business owners to
subsidize abortions of their employees even if it
goes against their religious beliefs, but it would
also force religious employees to subsidize other
employees’ abortions as well. On top of the
religious freedom concerns associated with this
bill, it would also be a taxpayer dollar sinkhole.

Given recent unsettled Supreme Court litigation
surrounding
abortion
and
contraception
coverage for religious businesses, this bill could
lead to a waste of taxpayer funding. Pro-abortion
AG Letitia James would have to defend the bill in
federal court as numerous religious groups
would certainly sue over the law. This federal
litigation would cost New York taxpayers
millions.
The Left moved the goalposts; rather than aiming
to make abortion “safe, legal and rare,” they now
require on-demand, taxpayer-funded, late-term
abortions up to and until the moment of birth
(and also post-birth, according to Democrat exGovernor Northam of Virginia). The Democrat
Party and Governor Hochul have turned their
backs on religious New Yorkers to appease a
globalist billionaire cabal that believes abortions
are necessary to reduce population growth, slow
global warming, and destroy the family as a
social unit. The New York Young Republican Club
is ardently pro-life and pro-religious freedom,
and we stand wholeheartedly against Part R of
the proposed budget.

Ketanji Brown Jackson – Radical Activist
Who Attacks Pro-lifers & Defends Terrorists
Joe Biden recently nominated Ketanji Brown
Jackson to replace Stephen Breyer on the
Supreme Court. As she is currently interviewing
with Senators, the New York Young Republican
Club feels it prudent to take a deep dive into her
record.

of competency. She had over a 10% reversal rate
in her District Court decisions, where her
reversal rate was one of the highest on the
District Court where she sat. Biden nominating
her with such a high reversal rate is similar to
making a C+ student the valedictorian.

Jackson’s competency and suitableness for the
Supreme Court is something that must be of
focus during her confirmation hearings. For
starters, she has spent less than one year on the
D.C. Circuit, where she has written on very few
cases. This presents a significant lack of credible
experience. Even though she does have
experience on the District Court in D.C., it must
be recognized that the experience shows a lack

On top of incompetence, Jackson has shown
herself to be a liberal activist. While on the D.C.
District Court, she was part of the activist group
of judges who actively resisted the Trump
Administration.
She
blocked
the
Trump
Administration’s fast-tracking of deportations of
illegals, and she refused to refer to “illegal
immigrants” as federal law states their legal
status in the country to be: illegal. Jackson is a
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registered Democrat and she donated to Barack
Obama’s presidential campaign. During the 2008
presidential election, she worked as a poll
monitor for Obama’s campaign. On election day,
when Black Panthers intimidated voters outside
of a Philadelphia polling site with weapons,
Obama poll monitors and campaign lawyers did
nothing to curb this injustice. You can make an
educated guess where she stands on election
integrity.
Jackson’s activism also included siding with
government bureaucrats, in a case subsequently
overturned on appeal, based on procedural
grounds that the federal courts didn’t have
jurisdiction for this case. While it is striking that
a Supreme Court nominee did not understand
simple procedural rules, this example simply
underscores her history of sheer and blatant
incompetence.
Jackson also lacks the character and moral
conscience that an Associate Justice on the
Supreme Court must hold. While in private
practice, Jackson worked on an amicus brief for
NARAL, a powerful pro-abortion lobbying group.
Simplified, an amicus brief is a paper giving
insight into an issue written by someone who is
not a party in the case. Amicus briefs are
intended to push the court to rule a certain way.
The case in question regarded a Massachusetts
state law that aimed to allow for a “floating
buffer zone” around cars and people going to
abortion mills. Buffer zone laws are meant to
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discourage pro-lifers from their sidewalk
advocacy, which helps women choose life, by
arresting these pro-lifers for exercising their
First Amendment rights to freedom of speech,
assembly, and religion. Other than the degree of
radicalism it takes to assist a group that believes
in murdering the unborn, it is shocking how easy
it is for Jackson to actively advocate to reduce
First Amendment rights for speech she does not
agree with. This is pernicious territory for any
judge, especially one who aims to play a role in
the exercise of judicial review. Even though
Jackson believes in stymieing the rights of
Americans, she has no issue helping defend the
rights of terrorists. In one shocking case Jackson
took on during private practice, she defended
Guantanamo Bay detainees. New Yorkers should
be appalled of any judicial nominee who is
willing to defend terrorists as we know first
hand the true cost of terrorism.
We call on members and supporters of the New
York Young Republican Club to call their United
States Senators to tell them to Vote NO on
Ketanji Brown Jackson’s confirmation because
radical activists do not belong on the highest
court of the land.
Senator Schumer’s Washington
number: (202) 224-6542

D.C.

office

Senator Gillibrand’s Washington
number: (202) 224-4451

D.C.

office

Who Is Emma Weyant & What Is The Big Lie?
Emma Weyant is the real winner of the 2022
NCAA Women’s Finals 500-yard freestyle event.
Emma’s victory was ripped away by Will (“Lia”)
Thomas, a biological man who identifies as a
woman. Will’s identification as a woman exists
only because of pressure from a left-wing media
and corporate ecosystem and acceptance from
an American populace unwilling to stand for
truth. There are several quotes from 1984 which
highlight the Big Lie in today’s society.
“Not merely the validity of experience, but the very
existence of external reality was tacitly denied by
their philosophy.”
This quote highlights what the Left is doing on
several fronts: denying the reality of biological
sex and the inherent anatomical differences
between males and females, claiming that
recognizing the crime-wave enveloping the
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country is racist, and justifying skyrocketing
inflation as a byproduct of good government
spending, among others. These responses to the
issues of our day are done to bully Americans
away from thinking critically of what is
occurring and to shame us away from exercising
our own thought process to acknowledge what is
true and what is not; this is the Big Lie.
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The bullying is done via ostracization and
gaslighting – the Left wants you to feel alone
while, at the same time, telling you that you’re
unwell. This is done to make you believe that
YOU (and your thoughts) are the problem, to
push you into believing the Big Lie.
“And if all others accepted the lie which the Party
imposed—if all records told the same tale—then
the lie passed into history and became truth. ‘Who
controls the past’ ran the Party slogan, ‘controls
the future: who controls the present controls the
past.”
This highlights how institutions are actively
working to turn the Big Lie into truth. Wikipedia
refers to Will’s pronouns as “her” on his
Wikipedia page, and the NCAA allowed Will to
compete in the women’s competition. The NCAA
did this even though they knew full well that
Will went through male puberty and therefore
has more muscle mass and a higher oxygen
capacity than his female competitors. The Big
Lie isn’t just the recognition of differences
between male and female;

THE RECORD
it is the ever-englufing denial of objectiv e truth.
The Big Lie’s biggest supporters come in the
form of the Democrat Party and Corporate
America, who tell you what you can and cannot
believe. If you break with their party line, they
will close your bank accounts and require that
you atone for your thoughts.
“Every record has been destroyed or falsified, every
book rewritten, every picture has been repainted,
every statue and street building has been renamed,
every date has been altered. And the process is
continuing day by day and minute by minute.
History has stopped. Nothing exists except an
endless present in which the Party is always right.”
The record is being falsified today in front of our
very own eyes. Emma’s victory has been
rewritten to placate the supporters of the Big
Lie. Only you can make sure they do not take the
truth away from us.
Call the NCAA today at (877)-262-1492 and tell
them: Will Thomas’ championship should be
rescinded and given to Emma Weyant.

The 2021 Club Book!
The New York Young Republican Club is excited
to announce the release of our 2021 Club Book!
This is our first Club Book since the 1960s, and
we are proud to archive pertinent records
produced in the year 2021 for posterity.
The Book captures the names of our Executive
Committee, Board of Governors, Founders, past
Presidents, Committees, Caucuses, Notable
Alumni, and more! It also includes our Bylaws as
amended, History, Awards, and other policies.
The NYYRC Club Book is your one-stop-shop for
all things relevant to our historic Club. Be sure
to pick up a copy – your name may be in it!
The Club Book is FREE for Distinguished
Members and available for purchase by all on
Amazon.com

"The sacred rights of mankind are not to be rummaged for
among old parchments or musty records. They are written,
as with a sunbeam, in the whole volume of human nature,
by the hand of the divinity itself; and can never be erased
or obscured by mortal power." - Alexander Hamilton
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Objects
To promote and maintain the principles of the Republican Party; to foster within the
Republican Party and make practical in service of the municipality, state and nation,
the idealism characteristic of youth; to correct in our own party that tendency of all
parties to make organization an end rather than a means; to develop sound principle
and public spirit in party politics; to promote honest and fair electoral methods, to the
end that the expression of the popular will by whatever party or body, shall be as free,
untrammeled and equal as possible; to resist and expose political corruption; to
advocate merit rather than partisan service as entitling to public office; to watch
legislation and to encourage public attention to and efficiently criticize the conduct of
government.

Our Executive Committee
President: Gavin M. Wax
Vice President: Nathan E. Berger
Treasurer: Claire E. Roeschke
Recording Secretary: Nicholas J. Tan
Corresponding Secretary: Ilana A. Marcus
Sergeant-at-Arms: Fernando Acosta Jr.
Executive Secretary: Viswanag B. Burra

Our Board of Governors
Activism Chairwoman: Elizabeth S. Ruh
Advisory Chairman: Brian J. Osterman
Campaigns Chairwoman: Nicole Kiprilov
Communications Chairwoman: Chelsea J. Hall
Design Chairman: Dylan J. Gallagher
Entertainment Chairwoman: Maria L. Fafian
Events Chairwoman: Macayle A. Carey
Finance Chairman: Paxton G. Cane
Fundraising Chairwoman: Lauren I. Mazer
History Chairman: Aldo J. Solares
House Chairman: Vacant

Law Chairwoman: Kiera M. Guzzo
Library Chairwoman: Joyce Wu
Media Chairwoman: Denice Flores Almendares
Membership Chairwoman: Asha D. Rampertaap
Outreach Chairwoman: Lauryn D. Lamp
Philanthropy Chairman: Jarret Freeman
Policy Chairman: Robert J. Timby V
Publications Chairman: Nicholas T. Rafael Jr.
Recruitment Chairman: Alexander B. Zhik
Recruitment Co-Chairwoman: Amanda L. Sullivan
Rules Chairman: Troy M. Olsen
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